
Learn how to safely isolate dangerous equipment and energy sources 
while maintenance and servicing activities are being performed.

     Identification and shutting down of equipment
     Notify personnel, disconnect energy sources
     Verify lockout, service equipment, bring back on-line

Learn general principles of fire extinguisher use and the hazards 
involved with incipient stage fire suppression using the PASS system.

     Understand basic principles of fire extinguisher use
     Experience an incipient stage workplace fire scenario
     Extinguish different types of common workplace fires

Learn how to select and use proper protective equipment safely in 
high stakes fall protection environments.

     Inspect equipment for wear and damage
     Learn to use fall protection equipment safely
     Successfully navigate risk with anchor points

Learn procedures for safe entry and monitoring within the confined space, 
recognize and control hazards that lead to many confined space accidents.

     Understand how to use equipment for safe entry
     Monitor and assess risk
     Detect hazardous conditions

IMMERSIVE SCENARIOS 
FOR INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 
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   FIRE SUPPRESSION

   CONFINED SPACE

   FALL PROTECTION

PEOPLE LEARN BY DOING.
Virtual environments provide a safe, immersive 
and engaging experience where students learn 
behavior-based safety.
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IMMERSIVE SCENARIOS 
FOR WORKPLACE SAFETY 
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Learn how to use an Automated External Defibrillator (AED) to respond during 
cardiac arrest, extending the opportunity for successful resuscitation.

     Recognize sudden cardiac arrest and call for help
     Work closely with someone performing CPR
     Provide defibrillation with AED until help arrives

Learn how to administer CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation) – an 
emergency lifesaving procedure performed when the heart stops beating. 

     Perform initial protocols and check for breathing
     Send someone for help and ask them to call 911
     Perform compressions with proper technique

Learn general principles of fire extinguisher use and the hazards involved 
with incipient stage fire suppression using the PASS system.

     Understand basic principles of fire extinguisher use
     Experience an incipient stage workplace fire scenario
     Extinguish different types of common workplace fires

Learn how to prevent the transmission of germs in the workplace through 
proper infection prevention protocols.

Visualize transmission of germs via air and surfaces
Recognize potential sources of infection transmission vectors
Keep productivity losses low by preventing infections

frexr.com

PEOPLE LEARN BY DOING.
Virtual environments provide a safe, immersive 
and engaging experience where students learn 
behavior-based safety.
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